Route Setting Etiquette

Finish routes in a timely fashion
   Two (2) weeks tops

Don’t use similar color tape side by side
   Color blind climbers have difficulty distinguishing between:
      Red—Orange
      Blue—Green

Try to avoid taping unfinished routes

When dealing with a blank wall fill in with this priority
   *Easy routes* (2)
   Fill in with harder (2)
   Only then are bouldering or traversing problems OK

When we receive new holds their priority is as follows
   *Routes on the main top roping wall*
   Boulder problems

Set to wall priorities—NOT YOUR OWN

Don’t double tape a hold that has been up for 2+ months
   It will be REMOVED

Efficient use of jugs until we have an adequate supply
   Little to no jugs on 5.10 or harder

Use the top of the wall for bouldering finishes
   *To conserve jugs*

Note started routes on setting board if not taped
   Number of holds
   Intended difficulty
   Intended finish date

Please fill out a route card/label when your route is finished